ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION: THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION
The motivation for our study comes from the linear-quadratic regulator problem for discrete-time systems (see e.g. [l, 9, lo] If the pair (F, B) is stabilizable and if ( ) F is detectable, then there exists an optimal control 6(k) which minimizes V (see [IO] ). The control law can be derived from the discrete maximum principle Under the given assumption we have p(k) = Xx(k). The matrix X is a solution of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation X -F*XF + F*XB( R + B*XB) -'B*XF -Q = 0.
( 1.3)
The optimal control zi: is of the form
G(k)=-(R+B*J?B)-'B*XFx(k),
where ff is the unique positive semidefinite solution of (1.3) . The minimal cost V is given by Furthermore, the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, or equivalently, all the eigenvalues of the matrix lie in the open unit disc.
To the linear first-order difference equation (1.2) corresponds a matrix pencil. We rewrite (1.2) as and put M=( _FQ f) and L=(i i*). (1.4) It is the pencil M -ZL and its (finite and infinite) elementary divisors and Jordan chains which determines the solution space of (1.2 In this first section we focus on Equation (1.3) and put together the basic facts on the pencil M -zL. We shall see how certain assumptions on elementary divisors of M -ZL or on factorizations of det (M -.zL) are essential for the existence of solutions of (1.3) . Only hermitian matrices which satisfy (1.3) will be considered as solutions of (1.3). 
Proof.
Let S and T be nonsingular such that 'l;" ' )T, I-ZN (1.13) where N is nilpotent. Then A -zl contains the finite and I -zN the infinite elementary divisors of M -zL. As S(M -zL) is also a symplectic pencil, it is no loss of generality to assume S = 1. Let T be partitioned according to is an unmixed factorization if y is unmixed.
In the case where the symplectic pencil M -ZL has no characteristic roots with modulus 1, the preceding theorem tells us that M -ZL is equivalent to a pencil of the form Hence we have (1.18) . n
The matrix R in (1.16) and (1.17) yields a solution of (1.3) if the blocks U and V satisfy the three conditions (a)-(r) of Lemma 1.1. It turns out in the next lemma that we need not be concerned about the nonsingularity of Z + rX. Furthermore, if R in (1.16) can be chosen to be symplectic and if U-' exists, then X = VU-' is necessarily hermitian. LEMMA 1.5 . Let K and R be two nonsingular matrices such that (1.16) holds, and let R be partitioned as in (1.17) . Zf U is nonsingular, then Z + T(VU-') is nonsingular.
Proof. Put X = VU-', W = blockdiag(U-', U*), and Z? = KW. Then -(VU-')*+vu-'=o.
The fact that there exists a matrix R which satisfies (1.16) and which is symplectic will follow from the results of the next section, where we set out to determine normal forms of symplectic pencils. We shall assume that condition (E) holds. It will be shown that under symplectic equivalence a decomposition into blocks of the form 
;2. A NORMAL FORM UNDER SYMPLECTIC EQUIVALENCE
As a first step a given symplectic pencil is reduced to two blocks S -zl with S E Sp and M' -zL' where det(M' -.zL') = ( -1)"'~'~. and N E C'"x'" is nilpotent and S is symplectic. The matrix S is determined up to symplectic similarity, the matrix N up to similarity.
Proof.
According to Theorem 1.3 the pencil M -zL is equivalent to blockdiag(A -zZ, N -.zZ, I -zN*) with a nilpotent m X m matrix N and a nonsingular matrix A. Since for any nonsingular P the two pencils M -ZL and P(M -zL) are symplectically equivalent, it is no loss of generality to assume .
It is not difficult to show that 2.9) for some nonsingular G. Put S = GAG-'. From (2.7) we obtain blockdiag(G,n,',Z)(M-zL)=blockdiag(S-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*)R with R = blockdiag(G, I, Z)fi. Because of (2.5) the matrix S is symplectic, and it is obvious that (2.2) holds.
To prove the last statement of the theorem let us consider a relation
with properties like those of (2.1). Put X = R,R-' and Y = P,P-'. Then X and Y are nonsingular and blockdiag(S,-zZ,N,--zZ,Z-zN,*)X =Yblockdiag(S-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*).
Since equivalent pencils have the same elementary divisors, the matrices S, and S are similar, as are N, and N. Arguments like those used above for II show that X=Y=blockdiag(X,,X,,X,*).
Hence S,X, = X,S. From RJR* = R,]R: = blockdiag(J,-2,n,J~,n) we obtain X, J,_s,,XyC = ],,-2,n. Thus X, is a symplectic similarity of S, and S. W
On the right-hand side of (2.1) two distinct pencils appear, namely S -zZ, S E Sp, and approach which is best suited for our purposes is described in [2] and [3] . Although Ciampi [2, 31 studies hamiltonian matrices, only small modifications are necessary to derive results on symplectic matrices along the lines of [2] .
Therefore we shall present the basic result of Theorem 2.2 without proof. The 2mj X2m, matrices Aj are symplectic; they correspond tary divisors (z -aj)""j. Because of Theorem 2.1 the preceding result can be extended to pencils. Let us define the inertial invariants of a symplectic pencil to be those of its symplectic component.
THEOREM

2.3.
Two symplectic pencils are symplectically equivalent if and only if they have the same (finite and infinite) elementary divisors and the same inertial invariants.
We now focus on a 2 m X 2 m matrix A which is assumed to be symplectic with a single elementary divisor (z -a)2ttL, Ial = 1, and inertial invariant E. By a Cayley transformation we pass to hamiltonian matrices. Put B=(A-aZ)(A+aZ)-'; (2.19) then BJ = -JB*, i.e., B is hamiltonian, and B is nilpotent with minimal polynomial 2 'I". Let y be a row vector such that yB2"'-l # 0. Then where det(A -zZ) = (-l)"'zfnq(z).
THE RICCATI PENCIL
In this section we return to the 2 n X 2 n pencil is an n X n matrix of rational functions, then A is defined by A = (X,,(z-')). Hence we can assume without loss of generality F * blockdiag (Z, F,) , where Let I' be partitioned conforming to F: 2) be the matrix of the inner product corresponding to B. Then a= -fI* and R is nonsingular.
Condition (4) is equivalent to the existence of a symplectic basis X=(s 1,. . . , sZn) for which (o(si, sj)) = J holds.
A subspace U of V is called nondegenerate [an so-subspacel if 01" is nondegenerate [(U, 01") is an so-subspace]. In the following it will often be convenient to denote the inner product by [ *, *I, so that [x, y] = &, y). Let u be an isometry of V, i.e. an endomorphism of V which satisfies lx, yl= [ax,uyl for all x,y E V, and let B and fi be as in (4.1) and in (4.2).
If S = (a,,) is the matrix representation of u with respect to the basis B such that db,)= C~ll~I(vbv, K = I,..,,2n, then SRS*= a. In the case of a symplectic basis (with Q = J) the matrix S is symplectic.
The decomposition (4.3) below leads to the block diagonal form (2.14). Only the case where the degree of (z -cu)' is even will be of interest here. 
Proof.
Since y is a nondegenerate hermitian form on U,P/(o -(Y)U~ we see that sign l i in (4.6) is independent of the choice of gi. 
